XML Data Retrieval Model Based On Two-dimensional Table Datasets
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Abstract: Retrieval problems of XML-based representation of data have been researched in this paper. In order to solve the large time and space overhead problem in building content index, this paper establish a data retrieval model advantageous to xml representation using the system automatically build two-dimensional table datasets. Take crop diseases and insect pests data for an example, this paper first gives the architecture of retrieval system based on XML crop diseases and insect pests’ data; it also discusses about how to construct the two-dimensional table dataset and achieve the retrieval process; then it describes the text segmentation technique and the XSL style sheet conversion technology. Finally, under the VS.NET platform, using MVC design pattern develop and implement a prototype.
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1. Introduction

Extensible Markup Language (XML) is a metadata markup language based on the Internet which is developed in recent years. It has advantages such as openness, platform-independent, self-descriptive, flexible, scalable and highly hierarchical data organization and form, now it is gradually replacing HTML, become the main form of information that resides on the Web. The benefits of using XML to represent data include: effective control and use of the information content of the web page; strengthen searching performance of data; enhance the quality of the data; strengthen the integration and interoperability between heterogeneous information systems and data sources; more flexible way to take advantage of the different ways to present the same data sources [1].

Because of this, the exploration, study and application of the XML from domestic and abroad during these years have been increasing, especially concerning on XML data retrieval research, [2-5]. XML data retrieval methods [6], include two methods. One is XML IR / query mode, use the query language for XML data like: Query, XPath to conduct XML data retrieval; another method is XML IR / keyword, extend the keyword search method of traditional text documents to the XML data, also can use the unique XML structure which is characterized as the auxiliary of retrieving information to limit the scope of the keywords of the node where. The former is mainly for data-centric XML data, the latter concentrating on text-centric XML data. To improve the efficiency of data retrieval for XML text, recently it is used mostly by building efficient indexing mechanism to achieve, including the contents of the index and structural index, efficient indexing mechanism is one of the main methods to achieve fast retrieval. However, building indexing, building content indexing, it needs a lot of time and space
Content indexing documents size is typically as 3 to 5 times large as that of the original XML document. Unlike traditional text documents, XML data search includes not only the content information, but also the structural information. In this paper, considering that the structure of the XML text data has a clear hierarchy and clear semantic features, a two-dimensional table text data retrieval model is proposed based on the XML datasets automatically building, which avoids the creation of content indexing, while the system build the two-dimensional table data set stored XML document data in a heap cache automatically, solve the overhead problem of time and space during the construction of content index. In this paper, the retrieval model is applied to crop pests’ data retrieval, on the VS.NET platform, using the MVC design pattern; we developed an XML-based crop pest’s data retrieval system. System shows that this method can quickly locate retrieve information to achieve the purpose of efficient retrieval.

2. XML Description of the Crop Pests Data

Currently, the data of Crop diseases, insect pests and weeds, are stored in a variety of heterogeneous databases, due to incompatibilities between different database, and most of the information standards are not uniform, which bring great difficulties to pests data retrieval and data migration, and reduce the efficiency of the information sharing. XML can easily integrate data from a variety of data sources, and data has good portability. In addition, crop pests data structure degree is not high, using the semi-structured data format standard XML to describe is undoubtedly a very good solution.

Take crops of rice for example, by looking though some of the information on rice pests, make analysis that the rice disease generally include the Chinese name, English name, common name, profile, symptoms, pathogens, control methods, the incidence of the conditions, the route of transmission, disease-resistant varieties, and several other part. This paper need to design these several parts as the XML element tags. The structure of an XML document is a typical layered structure, can be simulated as a tree, known as the structure tree. The tree contains a root node and a number of element nodes, element nodes both can express elements and attributes [7]. As shown in Fig. 1 is the tree of the rice disease, by the same method we can get structural tree of rice pests, weeds tree.

XML Schema is a specification used to describe the structure of XML documents. Marker of the rice pests in XML document is self definite, in order to ensure the smooth progress of the exchanging and sharing of data, the data structure of the XML tag and set must pass through XML Schema validation. According to the above-described structure, the structural diagram of rice diseases was transformed, defind. After the process, the XML Schema fragment was shown in Fig. 2.

The following is a specific XML document data fragment (rice disease section) This paper use data of crop pests, rice, peanuts, soybeans, wheat, common diseases, pests and weeds as example.

```xml
<Pest weeds Data>
    <Disease ID = "D0001">
        <Name>
            Chinese name "稻瘟病" / Chinese name>
            <Name> Rice blast </name>
            <Common name> blast, fire blast </ common name>
        </Name>
        Major damage <Introduction> leaf, stem, panicle ... </ Description>
        <Symptoms> seedlings from three-leaf stage - heading stage can be hair ...... </ symptoms>
        <Pathogenic> the anamorph said gray Pyricularia </ pathogen>
        <Route of transmission of> germs conidia and mycelium ... </ transmission route>
        <Onset conditions> optimum temperature and humidity, rain, fog, ... </ incidence conditions>
        <Control methods
            <The agricultural control> (1) selection of ones with huge yield and disease resistance goods ... 
            <Chemical control> (1) 20% tricyclazole wettable powder ... </ chemical control
            <Prevention methods
                <Distribution> < range of the distribution of the country's rice area>
                <Resistant varieties validation ID = "Chongqing trial rice 2008005">
                    < Cultivar name>陵优 < cultivar name>
                    <Varieties Source> 陵 1A× 浚恢 9802 </ varieties SOURCE
                    <Characters> The combinations are mature Indica three-line hybrid water ... </ Characteristics>
                    <Rice quality performance> brown rice rate of 82.6%, and 63.6% of the milled rice rate, ... </ rice quality performance
                    Yield performance of "Chongqing Rice two years trial, the average yield of 560.2kg on ... </ Yield performance
                </Resistant varieties
            </Prevention methods>
    </Disease>
</Pest weeds Data>
```
**Fig. 1 (a).** Rice disease tree.

**Fig. 1 (b).** Rice weed tree.

**Fig. 1 (c).** Rice insect pest tree.
3. Retrieval System Framework

Crop pests XML-based data retrieval system can base on user's concerning about the type of crops (rice, wheat, peanuts, soybeans, etc.) and user's identity (experts and scholars, ordinary users) to narrow the search range, effectively improve retrieval efficiency. The search results are processed in accordance to the identity of different users, returning to different results. Thus return all relevant tag information of an insect pest data to experts and scholars, and for ordinary users, only return them useful marker information. As the XML document is a text document, and inconvenient for the user to view and find, the system returns the result of the XML document and convert it to a table view to facilitate the user's browser, reach display optimization. Adding a user-defined dictionary, the key word after user authentication can be saved to the dictionary to prepare for the next search, this intelligent way will ensure the retrieval model to use the longer, get better retrieval results. The overall framework of the retrieval system is shown in Fig. 3.

Retrieval system framework process is as follows: Use DOM to analyze the data (crop diseases, insect pests and weeds) represented by the XML, and create a structure show index XML tree structure in navigation, allow users to be able to see the structure of the XML document; the cache heap area will parse the XML document data set to construct a two-dimensional table, use XML tag name as the column names in the table, allow users change the retrieval process like this: when users retrieve an XML document data, it can be converted into the retrieval of two-dimensional table.
When a user enters search keywords and select appropriate tag node in the structure of navigation, the system first judge by the user's information database, to confirm the type of crop concerned and the user's identity, narrow the range of the retrieved data sets, then conduct cutting word operation on search keywords entered by the user, get one or more criteria; Find and match for each keyword in a two-dimensional table data set, return to the corresponding two-dimensional table containing keywords information; using XSL style sheet to convert search results document described by XML into the form of a table view, showed in user-friendly browser.

4. Key Technical Analysis and Achieve

4.1. Chinese Word Segmentation

Currently, the technology of Chinese Word Segmentation is relatively mature, there are three categories: Word Segmentation based on word matching, Word Segmentation based on the statistical words, Word Segmentation based on the understanding of the cutting words. This paper use common dictionary-based matching method. In matching algorithms, Traditional dictionary mostly use txt file as storage file system, each word match need to find the entire dictionary, average seek times>n/2 (n is Dictionary length), the time complexity is O(n). In the retrieval system, every word in the dictionary is loaded into the memory of a tree, get the formation of the dictionary tree [8], so that the cut word matching operation change into a searching term in the trees, increase the speed of the cutting words.

Specific algorithm thought of Retrieval system keywords cutting:

The first step, sequential scan dictionary file, sequence of each word is configured into a tree. Take "China", "China People", "deck" as example, the tree structure is shown in Fig. 4. The figure shows that the main purpose of the contribution is that using the word in the dictionary to associate relations tree between sub trees.

The second step, when the user input keywords, word cutting program conduct matching of the first word of the keywords in the tree, if found, make it as the root node of the word, continue to find their child nodes. If the second key word is found, two words will be combined into one word, and make the second word as the root node, then sequential search for the child node, if found, these three words be combined into one word, continue until the completion of the match of the keywords in each word. If not found, then make a single word as a keyword. In order to describe more intuitive and clear, take "rice febrile disease" as example, first find the node where "rice" locate, and then use "rice" as the root node, sequential search if there is a child node of the "febrile" in many of its child nodes, if exist ,make "febrile" as root node, sequential search if there is a "disease" child node, and finally return to the word "rice febrile disease".

4.2. Implements of Retrieval

4.2.1. Two-dimensional Table Data Set

Create a structured index retrieval system by reading the XML document data, a heap area is built in the cache, and automatically build a two-dimensional table data set to store XML document, the two-dimensional table use marked tag of the source XML document as a table column name. According to the nested relationship between the XML document markup, an XML document can build interrelated multi two-dimensional table. So that retrieval of XML document data is transformed to the retrieval of the data set of the two-dimensional table. The benefits of building a two-dimensional table data set is:

1) After a user submitting a search key, the system does not have to visit source XML document data sets, and will not destroy the contents of the source XML document data, which ensures the security of the data of the XML document.

2) The user does not have to go to retrieve the text form of the XML document; the user has direct access to structured data sets of the two-dimensional table to improve the retrieval efficiency.

3) After the search is finished, the system automatically releases the heap space occupied by the data set of the two-dimensional table, avoid the waste of resources and reduce the memory space.

Fig. 5 - Fig. 8 are four tables that system builds for rice disease data. Four tables built in the cache, are virtual column table view. They are associated by "disease _Id", all combined column names are all the elements mark rice disease represented by XML.
4.2.2. Retrieval Algorithm Based on Data Sets of the Two-dimensional Table

During the search, first use word-cutting to decompose key word input by user into one or more criteria, then retrieve of each keyword. If the user has no limited to the node, then they would have access to all the data sets of the two-dimensional table; If the user selects a node, then the search range is narrowed, just need to visit the two-dimensional table where the corresponding node locate. Retrieval, combine with user's database, determine the user's identity, concern about the types of crops, etc, further narrow the range of two-dimensional table to retrieve data sets.

XML representation contains grass data and pest data. Each disease, pests or weeds are composed by fixed node: Chinese name, English name, common name, profile, symptoms, etc. Information returned from retrieval should be complete, including these nodes, but the retrieval system divide these nodes separately in a different table when building a two-dimensional table data set, we need to display the completed results. Specific algorithm to return search results are the following:

For traverse and retrieve every keyword term
Read every rows of the table where key word locate in and record Id column values
For traverse each data table set from where all the two-dimensional table data set dslist in dscache heap area
in ds find the data set tables where Tern appears
For traverse tables where each table dt Tin ds find the datarows where Tern appears
For traverse each line dr of datarows
In Id ,judge whether its Id is in accordance with Id from the For loop, if they are same, then display information in the dr
End For
End For
End For

For example, users enter a search keyword "rice febrile disease" and select the name of the node of rice under the name of Chinese, retrieve first row of data in a two-dimensional table data set from name table (Fig. 6), but we hope to show not just the name of the table of information, but also to show the other tables related to rice febrile disease, and then combine with a complete disease information. Taking into account these tables are associated with the column "disease_Id", if the row of data of the name table is known, all data sets of the two-dimensional table must be traversed, to find out all of the data table from the data set, and then from the data find all the rows in the table, and then loop through all the rows, see whether Id column we find out is in accordance with the Id column information from name table, if they are same, then display information.

4.3. Optimized Search Results

Extensible Stylesheet Language (XSL) is an XML-based language, which is designed to transform the XML document into another version of XML.
The system returns to data fragment of source XML document, which is inconvenient for users to browse. Considering the XML document data is separated with the display format, for the same results from XML documents, we can show a different format according to the different users. For experts and scholars, all XML markup data of the pests would be shown. For ordinary users, they are more concerned with the control methods against crop grass pests. We only display Chinese name and prevention methods. Retrieval system displays search results from XML document into a table view.

![Fig. 9. Convert document XSL.](image)

**5 Conclusions**

XML has become main standard for expressing and exchanging data on the Internet, how to conduct fast and efficient retrieval of XML data, it is one of the main problems we face. This paper, combine with the characteristics of the XML data, use the method that system automatically builds a data set of the two-dimensional table, and take crop pests data for example, build an crop pests data retrieval system XML-based. The retrieval system avoids the overhead of time and space which are required to create a content index. For element tags which can identify an insect pest data, such as the Chinese name, English name, common name, etc, make a strict interpretation of their structural constraints during retrieval, the accuracy rate of results from retrieval can reach 100%. Retrieval system uses the most simple string matching method, which is slow. Although in the current data sets case, the disadvantage of this algorithm hasn't been reflected, however, with the incensement of the data set, the algorithm remains to be further optimized. In addition, the retrieval system does not consider the order of presentation of search results, which is the next focus of the work.
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